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Roma and Sinti are facing social marginalization within the German education system (Lüken-
Klaßen/Meixner 2004; Strauß 2011). In Germany as well as in other countries they are 
overrepresented in so-called special needs schools for children with learning difficulties 
(Kertesi/Kézdi 2010; Open Society Justice Initiative 2012). The paper is a report of an ongoing 
research project (in the context of a doctoral dissertation) that brings into focus that especially 
Roma and Sinti women are confronted with various levels of discrimination as they belong to a 
certain ethnicity and are female.The project, which is informed by Glaser’s and Strauss’s (1967) 
strategies of Grounded Theory (e.g., theoretical sampling), is based on autobiographical 
narrative interviews with Roma and Sinti women in Germany and is dealing with processes of 
social exclusion especially in the field of education but also with the women´s strategies of 
resistance and self-realization. It tries to answer the question how biographies of Roma and 
Sinti women are shaped concerning their self-conception as women and education processes 
(focusing formal learning and especially informal learning settings/surroundings). The study also 
wants to offer some first ideas how support for women can be effectively organized and 
discrimination can be reduced or even anticipated.First results show that Roma women are 
facing specific forms of discrimination but they are also developing forms of opposition against 
discrimination. The dominant discourse on Roma and Sinti students’ frequent failures at school 
emphasizes “essential cultural differences” and “ethnic particularities”, discriminating structures 
and schools’ lack of sensitivity to the life cir-cumstances. Informal ways of learning are seldom 
taken into account. Solutions that mainly comprise pedagogic measures instead of addressing 
processes of institutional discrimination and social exclusion are too narrow.Keywords                     
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